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ABSTRACT. We establish the conditions for the induced generalized metric F
structure of an oriented hypersurface of a generalized Ka¨hler manifold to be a
generalized CRFK structure. Then, we discuss a notion of generalized almost
contact structure on a manifoldM that is suggested by the induced structure of
a hypersurface. Such a structure has an associated generalized almost complex
structure onM×R. If the latter is integrable, the former is normal and we give
the corresponding characterization. If the structure on M × R is generalized
Ka¨hler, the structure onM is said to be binormal. We characterize binormality
and give an example of binormal structure.
1 Introduction
The framework of this note is the C∞ category and the notation is classical
[9]. We refer the reader to [4] for the almost contact geometry and to [7] for
generalized geometry. As a precaution, the differentiable manifolds that we
consider are assumed to be connected and the submanifolds are connected
embedded submanifolds.
It is well known [4, 15] that, if M2n is an almost Hermitian manifold and
ι : N ⊆M is an oriented hypersurface in M , one can define a corresponding
induced, metric, almost contact structure of N . This structure was studied
*2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 53C15 .
Key words and phrases: generalized Ka¨hler structure, generalized CRFK structure,
generalized almost contact structure.
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by many authors. In particular, conditions for the induced structure to be
normal were given in [11, 15, 23].
In the present paper we study similar problems in generalized geometry.
We show that a generalized almost Hermitian structure on M induces a gen-
eralized metric F structure on the hypersurface N and we discuss questions
related to the integrability of the latter. In the classical situation, we find
conditions for the induced structure to be classical CRF in the sense of [17],
which is a weaker property than normality. Then, we consider the case where
M is a generalized Ka¨hler manifold and we establish the conditions for the
induced structure to be a generalized CRFK structure in the sense of [17]. In
the previous terminology, CR stands for Cauchy-Riemann (e.g., [4], F stands
for the notion of an F structure [22] and K indicates a connection with Ka¨hler
geometry.
The induced structure of a hypersurface of a generalized almost Hermi-
tian manifold belongs to a particular class of generalized F structures of a
manifold M that naturally extend the classical almost contact structures to
the generalized framework. This extension is different from the generalized
almost contact structures of [8, 12, 19] but, it is equivalent to those of Sekiya
[13]. Using an associated generalized almost complex structure onM×R, we
define corresponding notions of normality and binormality and establish the
conditions that characterize normal and binormal structures. The notion of
a generalized binormal structure is equivalent to that of generalized coKa¨hler
structure studied in [6].
In the whole paper we use the following important notational convention:
formulas that include the double signs ±, ∓ contain two cases, the case of
all the upper signs and the case of all the lower signs; mixing between upper
and lower signs is not included.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we recall the definition of some of the structures that we shall
encounter later on. Classical structures are defined on TM and generalized
structures are defined on the big tangent bundle TM = TM ⊕ T ∗M . TM
is a Lie algebroid with the anchor Id : TM → TM and the Lie bracket [ , ],
while TM is a Courant algebroid (e.g., [7]) with the anchor prTM , the neutral
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pairing metric
g((X,α), (Y, β)) =
1
2
(α(Y ) + β(X)) (X, Y ∈ TM, α, β ∈ T ∗M)
and the Courant bracket
[X ,Y ] = ([X, Y ], (LXβ − LY α +
1
2
d(α(Y )− β(X))).
Calligraphic characters denote pairs X = (X,α),Y =(Y, β), etc. Among the
properties of the Courant bracket we notice
(2.1) [X , fY ] = f [X ,Y ] + prTMX (f)Y − g(X ,Y)∂f,
where f ∈ C∞(M) and ∂f is defined by g(∂f,U) = (1/2)prTMU(f), ∀U ∈
TM .
A classical almost contact structure is a triple (F ∈ End(TM), Z ∈
χ(M), ξ ∈ Ω1(M)) such that
(2.2) F 2 = −Id + ξ ⊗ Z, FZ = 0, ξ ◦ F = 0, ξ(Z) = 1.
The almost contact structure (F, Z, ξ) on M is equivalent with the almost
complex structure defined on M ×R by
(2.3) J = F − dt⊗ Z + ξ ⊗
∂
∂t
, t ∈ R.
A tensor field F ∈ End(TM) is an F structure if F 3+F = 0. In particular,
(2.2) implies that, if (F, Z, ξ) is an almost contact structure, then, F is an F
structure.
Furthermore, (F, Z, ξ, s), where s is a Riemannian metric, is a metric
almost contact structure if
(2.4) s(FX, FY ) = s(X, Y )− ξ(X)ξ(Y ).
Condition (2.4) implies Z ⊥s imF , ξ = ♭sZ, ||Z||s = 1 and
(2.5) s(FX, Y ) + s(X,FY ) = 0,
where the musical isomorphism has the usual definition (♭sZ)(X) = s(Z,X).
A pair (F, s), where F is an F structure and s a Riemannian metric is a
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metric F structure if (2.5) holds. Then, Ξ(X, Y ) = s(FX, Y ) is a 2-form
called the fundamental form.
An almost contact structure of M is normal iff the corresponding almost
complex structure of M ×R is integrable and the normality condition is1
(2.6) NF + dξ ⊗ Z = 0,
where NF is the Nijenhuis tensor
(2.7) NF (X, Y ) = [FX, FY ]− F [FX, Y ]− F [X,FY ] + F
2[X, Y ].
An F structure F has the eigenvalues ±i, 0 with corresponding eigen-
bundles H, H¯,Q = ker F such that TcM = H ⊕ H¯ ⊕ Qc, imF = P where
Pc = H ⊕ H¯ (the index c denotes complexification). The projections of TcM
on the eigenbundles are given by
(2.8) prH = −
1
2
(F 2+iF ), prH¯ = −
1
2
(F 2−iF ), prQ = Id+F
2, prP = −F
2.
If the eigenbundle H is involutive, it defines a CR structure and the F
structure (or the almost contact structure that includes F , if given) are said
to be of the CR type. Using eigenvectors as arguments, we see that the CR
type condition is
(2.9) NF (X, Y ) = prQ[X, Y ], ∀X, Y ∈ P.
In the case of an almost contact structure, normality implies CR type.
A generalized almost complex structure is J ∈ End(TM) such that
g(JX ,Y) + g(X ,JY) = 0, J 2 = −Id, ∀X ,Y ∈ ΓTM
(Γ denotes the space of sections of a vector bundle). The structure is inte-
grable or generalized complex if NJ (X ,Y) = 0, where the Nijenhuis tensor
is also ”generalized”, i.e., defined by (2.7) with Courant brackets instead of
Lie brackets. The integrability condition is equivalent to the closure of Γ(L)
under Courant brackets, where L is the i-eigenbundle of J .
1For exterior products and differentials we use Cartan’s convention, e.g.,
α ∧ β(X,Y ) = α(X)β(Y )− α(Y )β(X), dα(X,Y ) = Xα(Y )− Y α(X)− α([X,Y ]).
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A generalized F structure is F ∈ End(TM) such that
g(FX ,Y) + g(X ,FY) = 0, F3 + F = 0.
Then, F has the eigenvalues ±i, 0 with corresponding eigenbundles E, E¯, S =
kerF . We also consider the subbundle L = imF ⊆ TM . Obviously, Lc =
E⊕E¯, L∩S = 0, L ⊥g S, TcM = E⊕E¯⊕Sc = (L⊕S)c and the restrictions
of g to L and S are non degenerate. The projections are now given by (2.8)
with F 7→ F , H 7→ E,Q 7→ S, P 7→ L. The rank of the vector bundle S
is called the corank of F and the negative inertia index of g|S is called the
negative index negF of F .
Integrability of the generalized F structure is defined by the requirement
that Γ(E) is closed under Courant brackets and, if this happens, the structure
is called a CRF structure. The integrability condition is equivalent to [17]
NF(X ,Y) = prS[X ,Y ], ∀X ,Y ∈ ΓL.
If F(X,α) = (FX,−α ◦ F ), where F is an F structure on M and if inte-
grability holds, F is a classical CRF structure. The classical CRF condition
is equivalent to [17]
(2.10) [H,H ] ⊆ H, [H,Qc] ⊆ H ⊕Qc,
where the brackets are Lie brackets. The first condition (2.10) shows that
F is of the CR type, hence, condition (2.9) holds. Furthermore [17], F is
classical CRF iff it is of the CR type and
(2.11) NF (X, Y ) = 0, ∀X ∈ P, Y ∈ Q.
(All these conditions are easily checked using eigenvectors as arguments.)
The previous definitions may be applied to an almost contact structure
(F, Z, ξ) asking the CR, respectively CRF, condition to hold for the compo-
nent F of the structure. Then, Q = span{Z} and condition (2.11) becomes
(2.12) F [Z, FX ]− F 2[Z,X ] = 0 ⇔ F ◦ (LZF ) = 0 (X ∈ TM).
Condition (2.12) has the following geometric interpretation. F |P defines
complex structures F˜x in TxM/span{Zx}, ∀x ∈ N . These structures yield
a transversal almost complex structure F˜ of the foliation defined by the
trajectories of Z iff the tensor field F is projectable, meaning that for every
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projectable vector field X ∈ χ(M) (one such that [X,Z] ∈ span{Z}) the vec-
tor field FX is again projectable ([FX,Z] ∈ span{Z}). It easily follows that
projectability of F is equivalent to (2.12). Furthermore, by using projectable
vector fields as arguments, we see that the CR condition is equivalent to the
integrability of F˜ . We conclude that an almost contact structure (F, Z, ξ)
is classical CRF iff F defines an induced transversal, complex (holomorphic)
structure of the foliation span{Z}.
Alternatively, the almost contact structure (F, Z, ξ) of M is equivalent to
the almost complex structure J given by (2.3) and F is classical CRF iff J
induces a transversal holomorphic structure of the foliation span{Z, ∂/∂t}.
Remark 2.1. Taking separately in the normality condition (2.6) the cases
X, Y ∈ P and X ∈ P, Y = Z, it follows that an almost contact structure is
normal iff it is of the CR type and LZF = 0. Therefore, a normal structure
is classical CRF.
We shall also need the notion of a generalized Riemannian metric on a
manifold M [7]. This is a Euclidean (positive definite) metric G on TM
together with a G-orthogonal decomposition
TM = V+ ⊕ V−,
where V± are maximal g-positive, respectively g-negative, g-orthogonal sub-
bundles and G is equal to ±g on V±. (In fact, the decomposition defines the
metric by putting G = g|V+ − g|V−.)
In [7], it was shown that G is equivalent with a pair (γ, ψ), where γ is a
usual Riemannian metric on M and ψ ∈ Ω2(M). This equivalence is realized
by putting
(2.13) V± = {(X, ♭ψ±γX) /X ∈ TM}.
Formula (2.13) shows the existence of the isomorphisms τ± : V± → TM given
by τ±(X, ♭ψ±γX) = X , and τ± may be used to transfer structures between
V± and TM . In particular, the two metrics G|V± transfer to γ. The bundles
V± may be seen as the ±1-eigenbundles of an isomorphism G : TM → TM ,
which satisfies the conditions
(2.14)
G2 = Id, g(GX ,GY) = g(X ,Y)
G(GX ,Y) = g(X ,Y).
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Conversely, if G satisfies the first two conditions (2.14), G has the eigenvalues
±1 and two g-orthogonal eigenbundles V±, where the restriction of g is non
degenerate. Furthermore, if g|V+ is positive definite, the second formula
(2.14) yields a generalized Riemannian metric G.
A generalized almost Hermitian structure is a pair (G,J ), where G is a
generalized Riemannian metric, J is a generalized almost complex structure
and
G(JX ,JY) = G(X ,Y) (X ,Y ∈ TM).
Then, J defines the following two classical almost complex structures on M
(2.15) J± = τ± ◦ J |V± ◦ τ
−1
±
that are compatible with the metric γ given by G ⇔ (γ, ψ) and one has an
equivalence between (G,J ) and the quadruple (γ, ψ, J±) [7]. In particular,
formula (2.15) yields the expression of J
(2.16) J (X, ♭ψ±γX) = (J±X, ♭ψ±γJ±X).
If the structure J is integrable, (G,J ) is a generalized Hermitian struc-
ture. A more interesting structure [7, 19] is obtained by noticing that the
pair (G,J ) produces a complementary generalized almost Hermitian struc-
ture (G,J ′) associated to the quadruple (γ, ψ, J+,−J−). In view of (2.15)
J ◦ J ′ = J ′ ◦ J , which implies that the i-eigenbundles L,L′ of J ,J ′ are
L = (L ∩ V+)⊕ (L ∩ V−), L
′ = (L ∩ V+)⊕ (L¯ ∩ V+).
The structure (G,J ,J ′) is a generalized Ka¨hler structure if the two structures
J ,J ′ are integrable and the generalized Ka¨hler condition is equivalent to the
following two properties: (i) the pairs (γ, J±) are Hermitian structures, (ii)
for the Hermitian structures (γ, J±) one has
(2.17) γ(∇γXJ±(Y ), U) = ∓
1
2
[dψ(X, J±Y, U) + dψ(X, Y, J±U)],
where ∇γ is the Levi-Civita connection of γ.
For generalized F structures the corresponding notions were discussed
in [17]. A pair (G,F), where F is a generalized F structure and G is a
generalized Riemannian metric, is a generalized metric F structure if
(2.18) G(FX ,Y) +G(X ,FY) = 0.
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As in the case of generalized almost Hermitian structures, it follows that the
pair (G,F) is equivalent to a quadruple (γ, ψ, F±), where (γ, F±) are classical
metric F structures (i.e., γ(FX, Y ) + γ(X,FY ) = 0). The endomorphism F
is expressed by (2.16) with F± instead of J±.
Furthermore, the quadruple (γ, ψ, F+,−F−) defines a second generalized
metric F structure (G,F ′) and (G,F) is a generalized CRFK structure if
F ,F ′ are generalized CRF structures (both are integrable) and
[V+ ∩ S, V− ∩ S] ⊆ S,
where the brackets are Courant brackets and S = kerF [17].
In [17] it was proven that (G,F) is a generalized CRFK structure iff: (1)
the corresponding structures F± are classical CRF structures, (2) one has
the equalities
(2.19) γ(F±∇
γ
XF±(Y ), U) = ±
1
2
[dψ(X, Y, F 2±U) + dψ(X,F±Y, F±U)],
∀X, Y, U ∈ TM .
Example 2.1. A classical, metric F structure (F, s) may be identified with
the generalized structure defined by the quadruple (F+ = F− = F, γ =
s, ψ = 0). This structure is CRFK iff F is classical CRF and, ∀X, Y ∈ TM ,
∇sXF (Y ) ∈ ker F . Then, we will say that (M,F, s) is a classical CRFK
manifold. For instance, in the case of a cosymplectic manifold in the sense of
Blair, i.e., a metric almost contact manifold (F, Z, ξ, s) such that ∇sF = 0,
(M,F, s) is classical CRFK. Indeed, the above kernel condition holds trivially.
On the other hand, we also have ∇sZ = 0 [4], which implies LZF = 0,
therefore, the structure F is classical CRF.
Remark 2.2. Condition (2.17) shows that a generalized Ka¨hler manifold
with a closed form ψ is a bi-Ka¨hlerian manifold, i.e., the two Hermitian
structures (γ, J±) are Ka¨hler structures. Similarly, Proposition 4.7 of [17]
shows that a generalized CRFK manifold with a closed form ψ is a partially
bi-Ka¨hlerian manifold, meaning that γ has two de Rham decompositions into
a sum of metrics where one term is Ka¨hlerian.
3 Induced structures of hypersurfaces
LetM2n be an almost Hermitian manifold with the almost complex structure
J and the metric γ. Let ι : N ⊆ M be an oriented hypersurface with the
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unit normal vector field ν. Then, the decomposition
(3.1) JX = FX + ξ(X)ν, X ∈ TN, F ∈ End(TN), ξ ∈ Ω1(N)
defines an almost contact structure (F, ξ, Z = −Jν) on N . Moreover, if s =
ι∗γ, (F, Z, ξ, s) is a metric almost contact structure on N and its fundamental
form Ξ(X, Y ) = s(FX, Y ) is given by Ξ = ι∗Ω, where Ω(X, Y ) = γ(JX, Y )
is the Ka¨hler form of (γ, J) [4, 15].
The definition of the induced structure yields the following simple result.
Proposition 3.1. If (M,J, γ) is a Hermitian manifold and if the hypersur-
face N is orthogonal to a holomorphic Killing unit vector field U of M , then,
the induced metric almost contact structure of N is normal.
Proof. The normality condition (2.6) is a local type condition on N . Hence,
we may prove the proposition by a local type argument. Since U is nowhere
zero and N is transversal to U , ∀x ∈ N , there exists an open neighborhood
Vx ⊆ M endowed with local coordinates (xu, t), u = 1, ..., 2n− 1, such that
U |Vx = ∂/∂t and Ux = N ∩Vx has the equation t = 0. Thus, we may assume
that Vx ≈ Ux × (−ǫx, ǫx) (0 < ǫx ∈ R). The condition ||U ||γ = 1 means that
t is the arc length on the trajectories of U and it implies µ = ♭γU = dt.
The definition (3.1) of the induced structures implies that the expression
of J on Ux is exactly (2.3) with R replaced by the interval (−ǫx, ǫx) (check
for JX with X ∈ TN and for J(∂/∂t)). Then, since the flow of U preserves
J and γ, if we apply exp(tU) (using its expression in the local coordinates
(xu, t)) to (2.3), we see that (2.3) holds on Ux × (−ǫx, ǫx). Obviously, the
integrability of J implies (2.6) on Ux just as in the case of N ×R.
Therefore, each point x ∈ N has a neighborhood where the structure of
N is normal and we are done.
Killing vector fields were studied intensively in Riemannian, complex and
Ka¨hler geometry. For instance, it is known that the trajectories of a unit
Killing vector field are geodesic lines (e.g., see [3] for an extensive study of
constant length Killing vector fields) and that on a compact Ka¨hler manifold
a Killing vector field must be holomorphic (e.g., [10]).
We shall deduce the conditions for the induced structure of a hypersurface
to be a classical CRF structure.
The i-eigenbundle of F defined by (3.1) is H = W ∩ (T cN), where W
is the i-eigenbundle of J . Therefore, if J is integrable, H is closed under
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the Lie bracket and the structure F is of the CR type. Accordingly, since
CRF requires CR type, we shall restrict our discussion to hypersurfaces of
Hermitian manifolds.
We recall the Gauss-Weingarten equations of the hypersurface N with
unit normal field ν [9]:
(3.2) ∇γXY = ∇
s
XY + b(X, Y )ν, ∇
γ
Xν = −WνX +∇
ν
Xν,
where X, Y ∈ TN , ∇γ,∇s are the Levi-Civita connections of the metrics
γ, s, ∇ν is the induced connection of the normal bundle of N and b,Wν are
the second fundamental form and Weingarten operator, respectively. The
latter are related by the formula s(WνX, Y ) = b(X, Y ). In fact, since ν is of
length 1, ∇νXν = 0, but, we wrote it anyway since we look at equations (3.2)
as defining a connection on the vector bundle TNM over N , which we call
the Gauss-Weingarten connection.
The conditions for the induced structure to be classical CRF and to be
normal are given by
Proposition 3.2. 1. The induced structure (F, Z, ξ, s) of the oriented hy-
persurface N of the Hermitian manifold (M, γ, J) is a classical CRF struc-
ture iff, ∀X, Y ∈ TN such that Ω(X, ν) = 0,Ω(Y, ν) = 0 (equivalently,
X, Y ∈ P = imF ), one has
(3.3) dΩ(JX, JY, Jν) = dΩ(X, Y, Jν), b(FX, FY ) = b(X, Y ).
2. The same induced structure is normal iff (3.3) holds and
(3.4) b(Z,X) = b(X,Z) = −
1
2
dΩ(ν, Z, JX), ∀X ∈ P.
Proof. The CRF condition (2.12) identically holds for X = Z, hence, we
have to ask F (LZF )(X) = 0, ∀X ∈ P , equivalently,
(3.5) s(FLZF (X), Y ) = −s(LZF (X), FY ) = 0, ∀X, Y ∈ P
(the same equality obviously holds for Y = Z).
Since ∇s has no torsion, we have
(3.6) LZF (X) = [Z, FX ]− F [Z,X ] = ∇
s
ZF (X)−∇
s
FXZ + F∇
s
XZ.
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Using the Gauss-Weingarten connection and the definition (3.1) of the
induced structure, we get, ∀X,U ∈ TN ,
(3.7) ∇sXF (U) = ∇
γ
XJ(U) + ξ(U)WνX − b(X,U)Z − (∇
s
Xξ)(U)ν.
Using (3.7) for X 7→ Z, U 7→ X ∈ P andξ(X) = 0, ξ(Z) = 1, (3.6) yields
LZF (X) = ∇
γ
ZJ(X)−∇
γ
JXZ + J∇
γ
XZ + (b(FX,Z) + dξ(X,Z))ν.
Accordingly and since Y ∈ P implies JY = FY , condition (3.5) becomes
(3.8) γ(∇γZJ(X), JY )− γ(∇
γ
JXZ, JY ) + γ(∇
γ
XZ, Y ) = 0, ∀X, Y ∈ P.
Then, using Z = −Jν, the Weingarten equation and the relation between
Wν and b, (3.8) changes to
(3.9)
γ(∇γZJ(X), JY ) + γ(∇
γ
JXJ(ν), JY )− γ(∇
γ
XJ(ν), Y )
= b(FX, Y ) + b(X,FY ).
Furthermore, it is known that the integrability of J is equivalent to the
following equality (Proposition IX.4.2 of [9] with our sign convention for Ω
and our convention on the evaluation of the exterior differential)
(3.10) 2γ(∇γXJ(Y ), U) = dΩ(X, Y, U)− dΩ(X, JY, JU), ∀X, Y, U ∈ TM.
Using this equality, (3.9) becomes
(3.11)
dΩ(Z,X, JY ) + dΩ(JX, Y, Z) + 1
2
(dΩ(ν,X, Y )
−dΩ(ν, JX, JY )) = b(FX, Y ) + b(X,FY ), ∀X, Y ∈ P.
In (3.11) the left hand side is skew symmetric in X, Y and the right hand
side is symmetric, therefore, the condition holds iff the two sides vanish.
The vanishing of the right hand side becomes the second condition (3.3) by
putting FY instead of Y . The vanishing of the left hand side becomes the
first condition (3.3) if we replace ν = JZ, use the identity
(3.12) dΩ(JZ, JX, JY ) = dΩ(JZ,X, Y ) + dΩ(Z, JX, Y ) + dΩ(Z,X, JY ),
which holds for any vector fields on a Hermitian manifold, and, in the end,
replace Y by JY . (Identity (3.12) may be checked on any combination of
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arguments of the complex type (1, 0), (0, 1) while recalling that dΩ has only
terms of type (2, 1), (1, 2).)
For the normality of the induced structure we have to ask LZF = 0,
which means that we have to add to (3.5) the condition s(LZF (X), Z) = 0
for X ∈ P . In view of (3.6) the result is
s(∇sZ(FX), Z)− s(∇
s
FXZ,Z) = 0, ∀X ∈ P.
Here, the second term of the left hand side vanishes because s(Z,Z) = 1.
Furthermore, since X ∈ P , FX = JX , and using the Gauss equation, the
previous condition takes the form γ(∇γZ(JX), Z) = 0, equivalently,
γ(∇γZJ(X), Z)− γ(∇
γ
ZX, ν) = γ(∇
γ
ZJ(X), Z)− b(Z,X) = 0.
Finally, the equality (3.10) shows that the required condition is (3.4).
Remark 3.1. The first condition (3.3) refers to the position of the hypersur-
face in the ambient manifold. But, it is equivalent to the following property
of the fundamental form Ξ of the induced structure:
(3.13) LZΞ(FX, FY ) = LZΞ(X, Y ), ∀X, Y ∈ P.
Indeed, one has
dΩ(X, Y, Jν)− dΩ(JX, JY, Jν) = i(Z)dΞ(FX, FY )− i(Z)dΞ(X, Y )
= LZΞ(FX, FY )− LZΞ(X, Y ),
because i(Z)Ξ = 0. Using i(Z)Ξ = 0 we also see that, in fact, (3.13) holds
∀X, Y ∈ TN .
We notice that property (3.13) holds on any metric almost contact man-
ifold that is classical CRF. Indeed, the explicit expression of LZΞ(FX, FY )
yields
LZΞ(FX, FY ) = LZΞ(X, Y ) + Ξ(F (LZF (X), Y ) + Ξ(X,FLZF (Y ))
and F ◦ (LZF ) = 0 in the CRF case.
Corollary 3.1. 1. The induced structure (F, Z, ξ) of the oriented hypersur-
face N of the Ka¨hler manifold (M, γ, J) is a classical CRF structure iff2
(3.14) b(FX, FY ) = b(X, Y ), ∀X, Y ∈ P.
2The necessity of this condition shows that Proposition 3.6 of [18] is not correct. In
fact, the error goes back to Proposition 2.5 of [17].
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2. The same induced structure is normal iff (3.14) holds and, ∀X ∈ P,
b(Z,X) = 0. In particular, the normality conditions hold for totally geodesic
and umbilical hypersurfaces.
Proof. In the Ka¨hler case one has dΩ = 0, hence, the first condition (3.3)
holds and (3.4) reduces to b(Z,X) = 0. Totally geodesic means b = 0. Um-
bilical means b = λs and the conditions hold because s and F are compatible.
The second part of the corollary is well known [15, 11].
Corollary 3.2. If the induced structure of a hypersurface N of a Hermitian
manifold M has a closed fundamental form Ξ, the structure is CRF iff (3.14)
holds. In particular if N is either totally geodesic or totally umbilical and
dΞ = 0, the induced structure of N is classical CRF.
Proof. Use condition (3.13).
Now, we shall consider the generalized framework. If ι : N ⊆M is an ori-
ented hypersurface of a generalized almost Hermitian manifold(M,G,J )⇔
(M, γ, ψ, J±) (see Section 2), N has an induced generalized Riemannian met-
ric G′ defined by the pair (s = ι∗γ, κ = ι∗ψ) and induced, metric, almost
contact structures (F±, Z±, ξ±, s). In particular, the quadruple (s, κ, F±) de-
fines an induced generalized G′-metric F structure F of N . We will discuss
the conditions for this induced structure to be CRFK in the case where M
is a generalized Ka¨hler manifold, i.e., J± are integrable and (2.17) holds. We
shall also use the fact that, in view of (3.10), condition (2.17) is equivalent
to [7]
(3.15) dΩ±(J±X, J±Y, J±U) = ∓dψ(X, Y, U).
Firstly, the CRFK condition (1), Section 2, shows that the two induced
structures F± have to be classical CRF structures, i.e., (see (3.3)), if X, Y ∈
P±, then,
(3.16) dΩ±(J±X, J ± Y, J±ν) = dΩ±(X, Y, J±ν), b(F±X,F±Y ) = b(X, Y ).
If M is generalized Ka¨hler, then, in view of (3.15), (3.16) becomes
(3.17)
ι∗(i(ν)dψ)(F±X,F±Y ) = ι
∗(i(ν)dψ)(X, Y ),
b(F±X,F±Y ) = b(X, Y ),
where X, Y ∈ P±.
Now, we shall prove the following:
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Proposition 3.3. If ι : N ⊆M is an oriented hypersurface of a generalized
Ka¨hler manifold, the induced generalized F structure of N is CRFK iff one
has
(3.18)
ι∗(i(ν)dψ)(F±X,F±Y ) = ι
∗(i(ν)dψ)(X, Y ), ∀X, Y ∈ P±,
b(X,F±U) = ∓
1
2
ι∗(i(ν)dψ)(X,F±U), ∀X ∈ TN,U ∈ P±.
Proof. If we assume that the induced structure is generalized CRFK, the
first condition (3.18) comes from (3.17).
Then, let us look at the CRFK condition (2), Section 2. Using the general
formula (3.7), we get
(3.19)
s(∇sXF±(Y ), F±U) = γ(∇
γ
XJ±(Y ), J±U)
−ξ±(U)γ(∇
γ
XJ±(Y ), ν) + ξ±(Y )b(X,F±U), ∀X, Y, U ∈ TN.
If we calculate the right hand side of (3.19) using the generalized Ka¨hler
condition (2.17) and require the result to be equal to the sign opposite of the
right hand side of (2.19) with s, κ instead of γ, ψ, then, after reductions, the
CRFK condition (2.19) of the induced structure of the hypersurface turns
out to be
ξ±(Y )b(X,F±U) = ±
1
2
ξ±(Y )dψ(X, ν, J±U), ∀X, Y, U ∈ TN.
This condition identically holds for Y ∈ P± (ξ±(Y ) = 0), hence, it suffices
to ask it for Y = Z± (ξ±(Z±) = 1). In this case, the result is an identity for
U = Z± and it is the second condition (3.18) for U ∈ P±.
Therefore, if the induced structure is CRFK, the two conditions (3.18)
hold.
To prove the converse, since (3.18) implies the first condition (3.17) and
(2.19) (as shown by the calculation above), we only have to prove that (3.18)
also implies the second condition (3.17). This follows by using X ∈ P± in
the second equality (3.18). (Of course, since b is symmetric, b(F±X,U) is
equal to the value given by (3.18) for b(U, F±X).)
Corollary 3.3. If the induced structure of the hypersurface N of a general-
ized Ka¨hler manifold is CRFK, then, the almost contact structures (F±, Z±, ξ±)
are normal.
Proof. Compute b(Z±, X) = −b(Z±, F±(F±X)) for X ∈ P± using (3.18) and
(3.15). The result is (3.4).
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Corollary 3.4. Assume that the oriented hypersurface N of the generalized
Ka¨hler manifold M satisfies the condition ι∗(i(ν)dψ) = 0 (in particular, that
dψ = 0). Then: (a) if N is a totally geodesic submanifold, the induced
structure of N is CRFK, (b) if the induced structure is CRFK and either
∇γZ+Z+ = 0 or ∇
γ
Z−
Z− = 0, the hypersurface N is totally geodesic.
Proof. Conclusion (a) is an obvious consequence of Proposition 3.3. For
(b), firstly, the second condition (3.18) yields the vanishing of the second
fundamental form b on all arguments, except for b(Z±, Z±). Secondly, each
of the additional hypotheses means that the trajectories of the corresponding
vector field Z± are geodesics of γ, whence b(Z±, Z±) vanishes as well.
4 (2, 1)-generalized almost contact structures
In this section we begin by noticing some properties of the induced gen-
eralized F structure of a hypersurface of an arbitrary generalized almost
Hermitian manifold. Then, we use these properties to define new structures
that naturally extend the classical almost contact and metric almost contact
structures to the generalized framework.
From Section 2, we recall that, if ι : N →M is an oriented hypersurface of
the generalized almost Hermitian manifold (M, γ, ψ, J±) and (F±, Z±, ξ±, s =
ι∗γ, κ = ι∗ψ) are the induced structures of N , then F ⇔ (F±), G′ ⇔ (s, κ)
define a generalized metric F structure. Furthermore, we may define the
cross sections
Z± = (Z±, ♭κ±sZ±) ∈ V
′
± ⊆ ΓTN,
where V ′± are the bundles (2.13) defined by the metric G
′.
For this induced structure we can prove
Proposition 4.1. The structure (F , G′) and the cross sections Z± satisfy
the following properties
(4.1) g(Z+,Z−) = 0, g(Z+,Z+) = 1, g(Z−,Z−) = −1,
(4.2) FZ± = 0, F
2 = −Id+ (♭gZ+)⊗ Z+ − (♭gZ−)⊗ Z−,
(4.3) G′(FX ,FY) = G′(X ,Y)− g(Z+,X )g(Z+,Y) + g(Z−,X )g(Z−,Y),
where g is the pairing metric on TN .
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Proof. The equalities (4.1) follow from V ′+ ⊥g V
′
−, g|V ′± = ±s and ||Z±||s = 1.
The equalities (4.2) follow by using (2.16) for F and F±. Particularly, on
X ∈ V ′±, the second equality (4.2) follows from
F2(X, ♭κ±sX)
(2.2)
= −(X, ♭κ±sX) + ξ±(X)(Z±, ♭κ±sZ±)
and
♭gZ±((X, ♭κ±sX)) = g((Z±, ♭κ±sZ±), (X, ♭κ±sX))
= ±s(Z±, X) = ±ξ±(X).
Finally, (4.3) follows from the classical metric property (2.4).
From [17], we recall that a set of g-orthogonal cross sections Za,Zα ∈
ΓTM is a complementary frame of the generalized F structure F if g(Za,Za) =
−1, g(Zα,Zα) = 1, ∀a = 1, ..., negF , α = 1, ..., corankF − negF and
(4.4) FZa = 0, FZα = 0, F
2 = −Id +
∑
α
(♭gZα)⊗ Zα −
∑
a
(♭gZa)⊗ Za.
Any generalized F structure has local complementary frames and, if such
frames exist globally we say that the structure has complementary frames.
In fact, a generalized F structure with complementary frames may be defined
directly as a system (F ,Za,Zα), where F is a g-skew-symmetric endomor-
phism of TM and all the above conditions are satisfied. Indeed, then, (4.4)
implies F3 + F = 0. It also implies that S = kerF = span{Za,Zα} and
TM = L⊕ S (L = imF). The last condition (4.4) yields
(4.5) prSX = X + F
2X =
∑
α
g(Zα,X )Zα − g(Za,X )Za, ∀X ∈ TM.
Thus, (4.1) and (4.2) show that the induced generalized F structure of a
hypersurface of a generalized almost Hermitian manifold has complementary
frames, corank 2 and negative index 1.
The interesting point is that the same holds for a classical almost contact
structure (F, Z, ξ) of an arbitrary manifold M . Indeed, then, the equivalent
generalized F structure is F(X,α) = (FX,−α ◦ F ) and, if we define Z+ =
(Z, ξ),Z− = (Z,−ξ), conditions (4.1) and (4.2) are satisfied. We shall refer
to this interpretation of (F, Z, ξ) by saying that “we see (F, Z, ξ) as a (2, 1)-
generalized structure”.
In view of the last remark it is natural to give the following definition.
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Definition 4.1. On any manifold M , a (2, 1)-generalized almost contact
structure is a generalized F structure F of corank 2 and negative index 1,
together with a fixed complementary frame Z−,Z+. Furthermore, if we add a
generalized Riemannian metric G⇔ (γ, ψ) such that (4.3), with s 7→ γ, κ 7→
ψ, also holds, (F , G) is a metric (2, 1)-generalized almost contact structure.
We added the characteristics (2, 1) to the name since other notions of
generalized almost contact structures already exist in the literature [8, 12, 19].
The (2, 1)-generalized almost contact structures were also introduced under a
different form in [13], where the author looks at E± = (1/2)(Z+±Z−) rather
than at Z±. Notice that, if (F ,Z±) is a (2, 1)-generalized almost contact
structure, L = imF is a split structure in the sense of [1, 2].
We may extend the classical metric compatibility condition (2.4) to the
case of generalized F structures F with complementary frame and define
compatibility with a generalized Riemannian metric G⇔ (γ, ψ) by the con-
dition
(4.6)
G(FX ,FY) = G(X ,Y) −
∑
α g(Zα,X )g(Zα,Y)
+
∑
a g(Za,X )g(Za,Y).
This condition implies (2.18). Moreover, using Zα,Za as arguments in
(4.6), we get G(Zα,FX ) = G(Za,FX ) = 0, G(Zα,Zβ) = δα,β, G(Za,Zb) =
δab, G(Zα,Za) = 0, whence, for G defined by (2.14), we get GZα = Zα, GZa =
−Za, therefore, Zα ∈ V+, Za ∈ V−. Thus, we may put Zα = (Zα, ♭ψ+γZα),
Za = (Za, ♭ψ−γZa), where γ(Zα, Zβ) = δαβ , γ(Za, Zb) = δab. But, γ(Zα, Za) 6=
0 is possible.
Another interpretation of the conditions discussed above is obtained with
the 1-forms ξα = ♭γZα, ξa = ♭γZa. Since g|V± = ±γ ◦ τ±, it follows that (4.4)
is equivalent to
F+(Zα) = 0, F
2
+ = −Id +
∑
α ξα ⊗ Zα,
F−(Za) = 0, F
2
− = −Id+
∑
a ξa ⊗ Za,
and (4.6) is equivalent to
γ(F+X,F+Y ) = γ(X, Y )−
∑
α ξα(X)ξα(Y ),
γ(F−X,F−Y ) = γ(X, Y )−
∑
a ξa(X)ξa(Y ),
where F± are the classical F structures that define F .
In particular, we proved
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Proposition 4.2. A metric (2, 1)-generalized almost contact structure is
equivalent to a pair of classical metric almost contact structures (F±, Z±, ξ±, γ)
that have the same metric γ, accompanied by a 2-form ψ.
Corollary 4.1. 1. The induced generalized structure of an orientable hyper-
surface of a generalized almost Hermitian manifold is metric. 2. A classical,
metric, almost contact structure (F, Z, ξ, γ) seen as a generalized (2,1)-almost
contact structure and G defined by (γ, ψ = 0) satisfy the metric compatibility
(4.3).
Proof. 1. This follows from the equality (4.3) as well as from the corre-
sponding pair of classical structures. 2. With Z+ = Z− = Z, we get a
corresponding classical pair. In this case, γ(Z+, Z−) = 1 6= 0.
For any (2, 1)-generalized almost contact structure F there exists a nat-
urally associated generalized almost complex structure J on the manifold
M ×R. Indeed, for the latter we have
(4.7) T(M ×R) = imF ⊕⊥g span{Z+,Z−} ⊕⊥g span{T+, T−},
where g is the pairing metric ofM×R and T+ = (∂/∂t, dt), T− = (−∂/∂t, dt),
t being the coordinate on R. On the sum of the last two terms of (4.7), we
have the complex structure
(4.8) K(T+) = −Z+, K(T−) = Z−, K
2 = −Id,
which extends to K ∈ End(T(M × R)) by asking K ◦ F = 0. If we also
extend F by F ◦ K = 0, then, J = F + K is the announced generalized
almost complex structure of M × R. (The g-skew symmetry of J is easily
checked on the basis Z±, T±.) Explicitly, we have
(4.9)
J = F + (♭gZ+)⊗ T+ + (♭gZ−)⊗ T−
− (♭gT+)⊗Z+ − (♭gT−)⊗Z−.
Remark 4.1. (1) In fact, there exists a one-parameter family of such struc-
tures since we may use the vectors of any g-pseudo-orthonormal basis of
TR ≈ R2 instead of T± chosen above. (2) The existence of J implies the
even dimensionality of M × R. Hence, a (2, 1)-generalized almost contact
structure may exist only on odd-dimensional manifolds M . (3) For the clas-
sical almost contact structure (F, Z, ξ) seen as a (2, 1)-generalized structure,
formula (4.9) yields the generalized almost complex structure defined by the
classical structure (2.3).
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Inspired by [5], we notice one more interesting structure that exists on
a (2, 1)-generalized almost contact manifold, namely, the complex endomor-
phism Φ ∈ End(TM) defined by the formula
(4.10) Φ = iF + (♭gZ+)⊗Z− − (♭gZ−)⊗Z+.
Φ has the following properties
g(ΦX ,Y) + g(X ,ΦY) = 0, Φ2 = Id,
hence, it may be seen as a complex analogue of a generalized almost product
structure [16]. The structure Φ is equivalent with the decomposition
(4.11) TcM = [E¯ ⊕ span{Z+ + Z−}]⊕ [E ⊕ span{Z+ −Z−}],
where the square brackets are the ±1-eigenbundles of Φ.
In the terminology of [12, 13], one of the terms of (4.11) is closed under
Courant brackets iff we are in the case of a generalized contact structure
and both terms are closed iff we have a strong generalized contact structure.
Using eigenvectors of Φ as arguments it is easy to check that the structure
is generalized contact iff one of the equalities NΦ ± NΦ¯ = 0 holds and it is
strong generalized contact iff NΦ = 0.
Furthermore, if F is metric with respect to G, i.e., (4.6) holds, Φ has the
following property
(4.12) G(ΦX ,ΦY) = −G(X ,Y).
Example 4.1. In the case of a classical almost contact structure, seen as a
(2, 1)-generalized structure, formula (4.10) yields
(4.13) Φ(X,α) = (φX,−α ◦ φ),
where φ ∈ End(T cM) is defined by
φX = iFX + ξ(X)Z.
The endomorphism φ has the property φ2 = Id and has the ∓1-eigenbundles
H, H¯ ⊕Qc, respectively, where H, H¯ are the ±i-eigenbundles of F and Q =
span {Z}. As a consequence, it follows that a classical CRF almost contact
structure is characterized by Nφ = 0.
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If the classical structure is compatible with the Riemannian metric γ and
G ⇔ (γ, ψ), the equality (4.12) reduces to γ(φY, φY ) = −γ(X, Y ). This is
an interesting remark since it shows that a metric, almost contact structure
produces generalized almost para-Hermitian structures given by the triples
(γ, ψ, φ). (See [21], Proposition 2.2.) Furthermore, if we use a closed form
ψ, the corresponding structure is generalized para-Ka¨hler iff the initially
given classical metric almost contact structure is cosymplectic in the sense
of Blair. Indeed, in Example 2.1 we saw that a cosymplectic manifold is
classical CRF, hence, Nφ = 0 and the eigenbundles of φ indicated above are
involutive. Then, ∇γF = 0,∇γZ = 0 imply ∇γφ = 0. Thus, the integrability
conditions required by Theorem 3.1 of [21] hold. Conversely, ∇γφ = 0 implies
∇γF = 0.
5 Normal (2, 1)-generalized structures
In this section we study the normality of (2, 1)-generalized almost contact
structures.
Definition 5.1. A (2, 1)-generalized almost contact structure on M is nor-
mal if the associated generalized almost complex structure J defined by (4.9)
on M ×R is integrable.
Remark 5.1. In view of Remark 4.1 (3), the (2, 1)-generalized almost con-
tact structure defined by a classical almost contact structure (F, Z, ξ) is nor-
mal in the sense of Definition 5.1 iff it is normal in the classical sense.
Proposition 5.1. The (2, 1)-generalized almost contact structure (F ,Z±)
with associated generalized almost complex structure J is normal iff the fol-
lowing conditions hold
(5.1) [Z+,Z−] = 0, [Z±,FX ] = F [Z±,X ], NF(X ,Y) = prS[X ,Y ],
where S = kerF and X ,Y ∈ L = imF .
Proof. Before we start, let us notice that the condition X ,Y ∈ L ensures the
invariance of conditions (5.1) under the multiplication of these arguments by
a function (use (2.1)).
We shall write down the integrability condition NJ = 0 for all the basic
pairs of arguments: (i) (T+, T−), (ii) (T±,Z±), (iii) (Z+,Z−), (iv) (X ∈
L,Z±), (v) (X ∈ L, T±), (vi) (X ∈ L,Y ∈ L).
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The three cases (i), (ii), (iii) yield a single condition, namely [Z+,Z−] = 0.
In case (iv), since J = F + K and JX = FX for X ∈ L, the condition
NJ (X ,Z±) = 0 becomes
(5.2) [X ,Z±] + F [FX ,Z±] = −K[FX ,Z±].
Obviously, K(TM) ⊆ span{T±}. Accordingly, since the Courant brackets
in (5.2) belong to ΓTM , (5.2) is equivalent to the vanishing of its two sides.
But, ∀U ∈ TM , KU = K(prSU), hence, KU = 0 is equivalent to U ∈ L,
therefore, (5.2) means
(5.3) [X ,Z±] + F [FX ,Z±, ] = 0, [FX ,Z±] ∈ L.
In (5.3) we may replace X ∈ L by FX , with the consequence F2X = −X .
Then, the first condition (5.3) becomes the second condition (5.1) and it
implies the second condition, which may also be seen as
(5.4) X ∈ L ⇒ [Z±,X ] ∈ L.
In case (v) one gets the same result as in case (iv).
Finally, in case (vi), we have JX = FX ,JY = FY and NF(X ,Y) = 0
becomes (use also (4.5))
(5.5) NF(X ,Y)− prS[X ,Y ] = K([FX ,Y ] + [X ,FY ]).
As in the case of (5.2), (5.5) is equivalent to
(5.6) NF(X ,Y) = prS[X ,Y ], [FX ,Y ] + [X ,FY ] ∈ L.
The first condition is the last condition (5.1). As we know, this is the inte-
grability condition of the generalized F structure F and it ensures the closure
of the i-eigenbundle E of F under Courant brackets. This allows us to see
that the second condition (5.6) is implied by looking at the three possible
cases of arguments X ,Y in E, E¯.
Therefore, the normality of the structure is characterized by the condi-
tions (5.1).
Remark 5.2. The proof of Proposition 5.1 is valid if T± are replaced by
any g-pseudo-orthonormal basis of TR, hence, if F is normal, M ×R has a
one-parameter family of generalized complex structures.
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Remark 5.3. As in the classical case, the three conditions (5.1) may be
unified into a single expression. To do that, we use the naive exterior differ-
ential of a Courant algebroid, which leads to the naive cohomology [14]. In
particular, for U ∈ ΓTM , we define dCU : Γ ∧2 TM → C∞(M) by
dCU(X ,Y) = prTMX (g(U ,Y))− prTMY(g(U ,X ))− g(U , [X ,Y ]).
This operator is not bilinear over C∞(M).
However, using the basic type arguments as in the proof of Proposition
5.1, it is easy to see that (5.1) is equivalent to
(5.7) NF(X ,Y) + dCZ+(X ,Y)Z+ − dCZ−(X ,Y)Z− = 0 (∀X ,Y ∈ ΓTM)
and using (2.1) we see that the left hand side of (5.7) is C∞(M)-bilinear.
Remark 5.4. During the proof, we noticed that normality implies integra-
bility of F , in other words, in the case of a normal structure, F is a CRF
structure.
We will also prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2. If (F ,Z±) is a normal (2, 1)-generalized almost contact
structure, the endomorphism Φ defined by (4.10) satisfies the integrability
condition NΦ = 0.
Proof. In view of (4.5), we have ΦX = iFX + prSX . We shall compute
NΦ for pairs of arguments (a) X ,Y ∈ L, (b) X ∈ L,Z±, (c) Z+,Z−. In
case (c) NΦ(Z+,Z−) = 0 because of the first condition (5.1). In case (a),
ΦX = iFX ,ΦY = iFY and we get
(5.8) NΦ(X ,Y) = −[FX ,FY ]− iΦ([FX ,Y ] + [X ,FY ]) + [X ,Y ].
Since the structure is normal, the second condition (5.6) allows us to replace
Φ by iF in the right hand side of (5.8), which (modulo the last condition
(5.1)) leads to
NΦ(X ,Y) = −NF(X ,Y) + prS[X ,Y ] = 0.
In case (b) and, again in view of normality, we may use (5.4) and we get
NΦ(X ,Z±) = i([FX ,Z±]− F [X ,Z±]) + ([X ,Z±] + F [FX ,Z±]) = 0,
where the last equality sign is justified by the second condition (5.1) and
(5.3).
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Proposition 5.2 shows that the normal structures are strong general-
ized contact structures, whence, we see that Proposition 5.1 is equivalent
to Proposition 4.2 of [13].
Among others, the interest of Proposition 5.2 comes from the fact that
the condition NΦ = 0 may be treated in exactly the same way as the in-
tegrability condition of a generalized almost product structure, except for
the fact that everything will be over the complex field C instead of R. In
particular, we may consider a matrix representation of Φ via complex tensors
A ∈ End(TcM), σ ∈ Ω2(M,C), π ∈ ∧2TcM and, in the integrable case, π is
a complex Poisson bivector field [16]. Formula (4.13) shows that the Poisson
structure of a classical almost contact structure is zero.
Now, we consider normality in the metric case. Let (F ,Z±, G) be a
metric (2, 1)-generalized almost contact structure, F ′ its associated second
structure (see Section 2) and Z ′± = ±Z±. Using, (2.14), it is easy to see
that G commutes with F , F ′ = G ◦ F and F ′ ◦ F = F ◦ F ′. Accordingly,
F ′Z ′± = 0, F
′2 = F2 and it follows that (F ′,Z ′±, G) is again a metric (2, 1)-
generalized almost contact structure.
Definition 5.2. The structure (F ,Z±, G) is binormal if it is normal and the
structure (F ′,Z ′±, G) is also normal.
Remark 5.5. If we put E± = (1/2)(Z+ ± Z−), we see that the binormal
structures coincide with the generalized coKa¨hler structures of [6].
Proposition 5.3. The structure (F ,Z±, G) is a binormal structure iff the
generalized almost complex structures J ,J ′ produced by F ,F ′ on M × R
define a generalized Ka¨hler structure.
Proof. If (J ,J ′) define a generalized Ka¨hler structure, then, J and J ′ are
integrable, hence, (F ,Z±, G) is a binormal structure.
Conversely, from the commutation of F ,F ′ we deduce imF = imF ′ = L
and the restrictions of J ,J ′ to this common image are F ,F ′. Therefore,
since F ,F ′ commute, J ,J ′commute on L. Then, the use of (4.8) for Z±,Z ′±
shows that J ,J ′ also commute on imK = imK′. Hence, J ,J ′ commute
on T(M × R). If (F ,Z±, G) is binormal, J ,J ′ are integrable. Such a
pair of generalized complex structures yields a generalized Ka¨hler structure,
provided that the metric G˜ defined on M × R by G˜ = −J ◦ J ′ is positive
definite [7]. The last condition holds. Indeed, using the second relation (2.14)
to express G˜, we get
G˜|L = G|L, G˜|S = G|S, G˜(T±, T±) = 1, G˜(T+, T−) = 0,
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which justifies the conclusion.
Remark 5.6. By Remarks 4.1 (1), 5.2, Proposition 5.3 remains valid if we
replace T± = (±(∂/∂t), dt) by any g-pseudo-orthonormal basis T ′± of TR in
the definition of J ,J ′.
Proposition 5.4. Let M be a generalized Ka¨hler manifold with the structure
(J±, γ, ψ). Assume that there exists a unit Killing vector field U on (M, γ)
that is holomorphic with respect to both structures J±. Let N be a hyper-
surface of M that is orthogonal to U . Then, the induced generalized metric
almost contact structure of N is a binormal structure.
Proof. We denote by J ,J ′ the integrable generalized complex structures of
the given generalized Ka¨hler structure of M . By Definition 5.2, we have to
show that the generalized almost complex structures, say J˜ , J˜ ′ associated
to the induced structures F ,F ′ of N are integrable. Since the normality
conditions (5.1) are local conditions on N , we shall proceed as in the proof of
Proposition 3.1, from where we recall the existence of neighborhoods Vx,Ux,
∀x ∈ N , such that Vx = Ux × (−ǫx, ǫx) (0 < ǫx ∈ R) and
(5.9) J± = F± − dt⊗ Z± + ξ± ⊗
∂
∂t
holds on Vx.
Furthermore, as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 and under the present
hypotheses, the expression (5.9) implies that J |Vx = J˜ |Vx, J
′|Vx = J˜
′|Vx and
the integrability of J |Vx,J
′|Vx yields the required integrability of J˜ |Vx, J˜
′|Vx .
Corollary 5.1. Let M be a compact generalized Ka¨hler manifold with a
closed 2-form ψ. Assume that there exists a unit Killing vector field U on
(M, γ). Let N be a hypersurface of M that is orthogonal to U . Then, the
induced generalized metric almost contact structure of N is a binormal struc-
ture.
Proof. In the indicated case, (γ, J±) are Ka¨hler structures and, since M is
compact, the Killing field U is holomorphic with respect to both J± [10].
Finally, we also give the expression of the normality and binormality
properties by means of the pair of classical structures that is equivalent to
the given (2, 1)-generalized metric almost contact structure.
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Proposition 5.5. Let (F ,Z±, G) be a metric (2, 1)-generalized almost con-
tact structure and let (F±, Z±, ξ±, γ, ψ) (G ⇔ (γ, ψ)) be the equivalent pair
of classical structures. Then, the given structure is normal iff the classical
metric almost contact structures (F±, Z±, ξ±, γ) are normal and the following
conditions hold:
(5.10)
[Z+, Z−] = 0, LZ−ξ+ + LZ+ξ− − d(γ(Z+, Z−)) = i(Z−)i(Z+)dψ,
ζ±(X±) ◦ F+ = ζ±(X±) ◦ F− = −ζ±(F±X±),
F±[Z±, X∓]− [Z±, F∓X∓] =
1
2
(F−♯γ̺±(X∓)− F+♯γ̺±(X∓)),
̺±(F∓X∓) + ̺±(X∓) ◦ F∓ = 0,
where X± ∈ P± = imF± and ζ±(X±), ̺±(X∓) ∈ Ω1(M) are defined by
(5.11)
ζ±(X±) = i(X±)i(Z±)dψ ± (LZ±(♭γX±)− ♭LX±γZ±),
̺±(X∓) = ∓{♭γ [Z±, X∓]− i(X∓)i(Z±)dψ
+ LZ±(♭γX∓) + i(X∓)dξ±}.
Proof. Straightforward computations yield the following Courant brackets
(e.g., [20]):
(5.12)
[(X, ♭ψ±γX), (Y, ♭ψ±γY )] = ([X, Y ], ♭ψ±γ[X, Y ])
+(0, i(Y )i(X)dψ ± (LX(♭γY )− ♭LY γX),
[(X, ♭ψ+γX), (Y, ♭ψ−γY )] = ([X, Y ], ♭ψ[X, Y ])
+(0, i(Y )i(X)dψ − LX(♭γY )− LY (♭γX) + d(γ(X, Y ))).
We shall use these formulas in the normality conditions of the structure
F . If we apply the second formula (5.12), we see that the first condition (5.1)
is equivalent to the two conditions on the first line of (5.10).
In the second condition (5.1) we have X ∈ L and it is obvious that
L = τ−1+ (P+) ⊕ τ
−1
− (P−). The pairs that belong to the terms of this direct
sum are of the form X = (X±, ♭ψ±γX±), where X± ∈ P±.
Now, firstly, we consider the case of the pairs Z± = (Z±, ♭ψ±γZ±),X =
(X±, ♭ψ±γX±). The first formula (5.12) gives two conditions that are equiva-
lent to [Z±,FX ] = F [Z±,X ]. The first is LZ±F± = 0 and it is contained in
the classical normality of (F±, Z±, ξ±). The other one is
(5.13) F(0, ζ±(X±)) = (0, ζ±(F±X±)),
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where ζ±(X±) are defined by (5.11).
Condition (5.13) may be again decomposed into two components. Indeed,
for any 1-form α one has the decomposition
(5.14) (0, α) =
1
2
{(♯γα, ♭ψ+γ♯γα)− (♯γα, ♭ψ−γ♯γα)},
which allows to express F(0, α) via F±. Accordingly (and using the skew
symmetry of F± with respect to γ, which is equivalent to F±♯γα = −♯γ(α ◦
F±)), we see that the second condition (5.13) is equivalent to the conditions
on the second line of (5.10). These conditions are invariant under a change
X 7→ (fX) (f ∈ C∞(M)); it is easy to check that ζ±(X±) (X± ∈ P±) is
C∞(M)-linear.
Secondly, we have to consider the condition
(5.15)
[(Z±, ♭ψ±γZ±), (F∓X∓, ♭ψ∓γ(F∓X∓)]
= F [(Z±, ♭ψ±γZ±), (X∓, ♭ψ∓γX∓)].
Using the second formula (5.12) and (5.14), we get
(5.16)
[(Z±, ♭ψ±γZ±), (X∓, ♭ψ∓γX∓)] = ±{([Z±, X∓], ♭ψ±γ [Z±, X∓])
+1
2
[(♯γ̺±(X∓), ♭ψ+γ♯γ̺±(X∓))− (♯γ̺±(X∓), ♭ψ−γ♯γ̺±(X∓))]},
where ̺±(X) are defined by (5.11).
Now, the left hand side of (5.15) is obtained by replacing X 7→ F∓X∓
in (5.16) and, on the other hand, we can express F in the right hand side
of (5.15) via F± and (2.16). This leads to the expression of the vector and
covector components of (5.15). For the vector component we get exactly the
third line of (5.10). For the covector component we get
(5.17)
♭ψ±γ(F±[Z±, X∓]− [Z±, F∓X∓])
= 1
2
(♭ψ−γF−♯γ̺±(X∓)− ♭ψ+γF+♯γ̺±(X∓) + 2̺±(F ∓X∓)).
If we insert the value given by the third line of (5.10) in (5.17) and look at the
upper signs and lower signs separately, we see that (5.17) may be replaced
by the simpler relation that appears in the last line of (5.10).
Finally, let us recall that the last condition (5.1) is equivalent to the
fact that F is a generalized CRF structure. On the other hand, the first
part (formulas (4.38)-(4.44)) of the proof of Proposition 4.3 of [17] proves
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that F is CRF iff the structures F± are classical CRF structures. In our
case, we also had LZ±F± = 0 (the first condition (5.13)). Hence, generalized
normality of F implies classical normality of (F±, Z±, ξ±) and the latter is
part of the conditions of the former. The conclusion of all the above is that,
besides the classical normality of (F±, Z±, ξ±), generalized normality exactly
requires conditions (5.10)).
Proposition 5.6. With the same notation as in Proposition 5.5, the struc-
ture (F ,Z±, G) is binormal iff the classical metric almost contact structures
(F±, Z±, ξ±, γ) are normal and the following conditions hold:
(5.18)
[Z+, Z−] = 0, LZ−ξ+ + LZ+ξ− − d(γ(Z+, Z−)) = i(Z−)i(Z+)dψ,
ζ±(X±) = 0, ̺±(F∓X∓) + ̺±(X∓) ◦ F∓ = 0,
F±[Z±, X∓] = ∓
1
2
F±(♯γ̺±(X∓)), [Z±, F∓X∓] = ∓
1
2
F∓(♯γ̺±(X∓)).
Proof. The normality of the structure F ′ is characterized by (5.10) with the
replacements F± 7→ ±F±, Z± 7→ ±Z±, ξ± 7→ ±ξ±, which imply ζ±(X) 7→
±ζ±(X), ̺±(X) 7→ ±̺±(X). Classical normality and the condition on the
first and last line of (5.10) are invariant under these changes.
The conditions on the second line of (5.10) hold for both F and F ′ iff
(5.19) ζ±(X±) ◦ F+ = 0, ζ±(X±) ◦ F− = 0, ζ±(F±X±) = 0.
The first two conditions (5.19) mean that ζ±(X±)|P± = 0. But, from the
definition of ζ±(X±) we get
< ζ±(X±), Z± >= ±2γ([X±, Z±], Z±).
Since (F±, Z±, ξ±) are classically normal, we have LZ±F± = 0 and, in partic-
ular, the flow of Z± preserves the image P± of F±. Thus, [X±, Z±] ⊥ Z± and
ζ±(X±)(Z±) = 0. Hence, (5.19) is equivalent to ζ±(X±) = 0, as required in
the conclusion of the proposition.
Furthermore, for F ′ the condition on the third line of (5.10) becomes
(5.20) F±[Z±, X ] + [Z±, F±X ] = ∓(
1
2
(F−♯γ̺±(X) + F+♯γ̺±(X)).
We shall add and subtract the third line of (5.10) and (5.20), and use the
compatibility between F± and γ. This yields conditions that are equivalent to
those on the last line of (5.18). Notice that these last conditions are invariant
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under a change X 7→ fX (f ∈ C∞(M)) because the definition of ̺±(X±)
yields
̺±(fX±) = f̺±(X∓)∓ 2(Z±f)♭γX∓.
Example 5.1. Assume that the structure (F ,Z±, G) ⇔ (F±, Z±, ξ±, γ, ψ)
satisfies the following conditions:
(5.21)
[Z+, Z−] = 0, γ(Z+, Z−) = const., dξ± = 0, NF± = 0,
LZ±F∓ = 0, LZ±γ = 0, dψ = 0.
Then, the structure is a binormal structure.
Indeed, conditions dξ± = 0,NF± = 0 imply the normality of the two clas-
sical structures involved and the other conditions (5.21) imply γ(Z+, Z−) = 0,
LZ±ξ+ = LZ±ξ− = 0 and ensure the fulfilment of the conditions on the first
line of (5.18). Then, modulo (5.21), easy calculations yield < ζ±(X±), Z± >=
0, < ζ±(X±), Y± >= 0, i.e., ζ±(X±) = 0. Finally, modulo (5.21), the expres-
sion (5.11) of ̺±(X∓) reduces to ̺±(X∓) = ∓2♭γ[Z±, X∓] and the remaining
conditions (5.18) follow from LZ±F∓ = 0.
Conditions (5.21) are satisfied for the (2, 1)-generalized metric almost con-
tact structure defined by a classical normal metric almost contact structure
(F, Z, ξ) such that dξ = 0 (then, γ(Z+, Z−) = γ(Z,Z) = 1).
Another particular case may be obtained as follows. TakeM = N×(S1×
S1), where N is a manifold endowed with a normal almost contact structure
(A ∈ End(TN), U ∈ χ(N), ϑ ∈ Ω1(N)) and a compatible Riemannian metric
σ. Let (t+, t−) be coordinates of period 1 on the torus S
1 × S1. Define
Z± = ∂/∂t± ∈ χ(M), ξ± = dt± ∈ Ω1(M), the metric γ of M given by
(5.22) γ = σ + (dt+)
2 + (dt−)
2
and the endomorphisms F± ∈ End(TM) given by
(5.23) F± = A+ ϑ⊗ Z∓ − ξ∓ ⊗ U,
equivalently,
(5.24)
F+|imA = A, F+U = Z−, F+Z+ = 0, F+Z− = −U
F−|imA = A, F−U = Z+, F−Z+ = −U, F−Z− = 0.
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One can straightforwardly check that the structures (F±, Z±, ξ±, γ) are
metric almost contact structures on M . These structures obviously satisfy
the first three conditions (5.21) (in particular, γ(Z+, Z−) = 0). By applying
the Lie derivatives LZ± to formulas (5.22), (5.23) we also get sixth and fifth
condition (5.21) as well as the conditions LZ±F± = 0. The last condition
(5.21) holds if we choose a closed 2-form ψ.
The only remaining condition is NF± = 0 and its role is to ensure the
normality of (F±, Z±, ξ±, γ). Since LZ±F± = 0, the required normality holds
if the structures (F±, Z±, ξ±, γ) are of the CR type, equivalently, the Nijenhuis
tensor NF± vanishes on arguments in imF±, respectively.
From (5.24), we get imF± = imA ⊕ span{U,Z∓}. NF±(U,Z∓) = 0 is
trivial. If X ∈ imA, NF±(X,U) = 0,NF±(X,Z∓) = 0 follows from LUA = 0
(use the fact that the flow of U preserves the image of A), which holds because
of the normality of the structure (A,U, ϑ). The last required condition is
NF±(X, Y ) = 0, ∀X, Y ∈ imA, equivalently, A is of the CR type. This fact
is also implied by the normality of the structure (A,U, ϑ).
Therefore, if N is a normal metric almost contact manifold, N×(S1×S1)
is a binormal metric (2, 1)-generalized almost contact manifold.
More examples of binormal (coKa¨hler) structures were given in Section
5 of [6]. Moreover, the main result of [6] is that the product of two general-
ized metric contact manifolds with the naturally induced generalized almost
Hermitian structure is a generalized Ka¨hler manifold iff the factors are gen-
eralized coKa¨hler.
We shall finish by references to the subject of defining a natural notion
of generalized Sasakian structure already discussed in [17, 19, 13].
Remember that a classical Sasakian structure is a metric almost contact
structure (F, Z, ξ, γ) such that the pair (J, et(γ + dt2)), where J is defined
by (2.3), is a Ka¨hler structure on M × R. Now, consider a metric (2, 1)-
generalized almost contact structure (F ,Z±, G) on M . Then, as seen during
the preparations for and proof of Proposition 5.3, we have the second struc-
ture (F ′,Z ′±, G), the corresponding, commuting, generalized almost complex
structures J ,J ′ and the generalized Riemannian metric G˜ with G˜ = −J ◦ J ′
on M × R. Of course, (G˜,J ) is a generalized almost Hermitian structure.
The last part in the proof of Proposition 5.3 implies
G˜ = G+ (♭gT+)⊗ (♭gT+) + (♭gT−)⊗ (♭gT−)
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and shows that the corresponding ±1-eigenbundles on TM ×R are
(5.25) V˜± = V± ⊕ span{T±}.
As usually, we consider the G-equivalent pair (γ, ψ), where γ is a Rie-
mannian metric on M and ψ ∈ Ω2(M). We recover the similar pair (γ˜, ψ˜) of
G˜ onM ×R as follows. For each X˜ ∈ T (M ×R), we find the unique 1-form
α˜± ∈ T ∗(M ×R) such that (X˜, α˜±) ∈ V˜±. Then, we obviously have
♭ψ˜X˜ =
1
2
(α˜+ + α˜−), ♭γ˜ =
1
2
(α˜+ − α˜−).
Now, formula (5.25) shows that, for X˜ = X ∈ TM , α˜± = α± = ♭ψ±γX and,
for X˜ = ∂/∂t, α˜± = ±dt. Accordingly, we get
γ˜ = γ + dt2, ψ˜ = ψ.
On the other hand, several authors have defined the notion of a conformal
change Cτ ∈ End(TM), τ ∈ C∞(M), by Cτ (X,α) = (X, eτα) (e.g., [18]).
Accordingly, on M ×R, we have the endomorphisms
Jt = C−t ◦ J ◦ Ct, J
′
t = C−t ◦ J
′ ◦ Ct, G˜t = C−t ◦ G˜ ◦ Ct,
which define a generalized almost Hermitian structure (Gt,Jt,J ′t ) such that
G˜t = −Jt ◦ J
′
t .
These considerations show that it is natural to give the following defini-
tion.
Definition 5.3. A (2, 1)-generalized Sasakian structure is a (2, 1)-generalized
metric almost contact structure (F ,Z±, G) onM such that the corresponding
structure (Gt,Jt,J ′t ) of M × R is a generalized Ka¨hler structure, i.e., the
structures Jt,J ′t are integrable.
The classical pair that corresponds to the generalized metric G˜t is [18]
γ˜t = e
tγ˜, ψ˜t = e
tψ˜.
Moreover, the pair of almost complex structures J˜t± ofM×R, which together
with γ˜t, ψ˜t define the generalized almost Hermitian structure (G˜t,Jt), is just
J˜t± = J˜± [18]. This shows that Definition 5.3 yields the same generalized
Sasakian structures as the definition of [13], while the definition in [19], where
ψ˜ is ψ + κ ∧ dt for any κ ∈ Ω1(M), is slightly more general. The conditions
that characterize generalized Sasakian structures were given in Theorem 24
of [19].
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